Neural Bidirectional Texture Function Compression and Rendering
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Figure 1: Examples of neural BTF materials from UBO2014 rendered using Mitsuba 2, trained with configuration 4. From left to right: fabric05, leather06, leather10, wood08, wallpaper05, carpet06.

ABSTRACT
The recent success of Machine Learning encouraged research using artificial neural networks (NNs) in computer graphics. A good example is the bidirectional texture function (BTF), a data-driven representation of surface materials that can encapsulate complex behaviors that would otherwise be too expensive to calculate for real-time applications, such as self-shadowing and interreflections.

We propose two changes to the state-of-the-art using neural networks for BTFs, specifically NeuMIP. These changes, suggested by recent work in neural scene representation and rendering, aim to improve baseline quality, memory footprint, and performance. We conduct an ablation study to evaluate the impact of each change. We test both synthetic and real data, and provide a working implementation within the Mitsuba 2 rendering framework.

Our results show that our method outperforms the baseline in all these metrics and that neural BTF is part of the broader field of neural scene representation.

Project website: https://traverse-research.github.io/NeuBTF/.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The BTF [Dana et al. 1999] is a material model that models how a planar surface changes its appearance when illuminated and viewed from different directions. It is parameterized by surface position \( p_{uv} \), light \( \omega_i \) and view \( \omega_o \) directions \( f(p_{uv}, \omega_i, \omega_o) \). A BTF can be collected from captures of a material from a combination of light and view directions. Thus, it can capture a wide range of complex effects, including parallaxing, self-shadowing, and subsurface scattering. Recently, several studies have explored the possibility of using NNs to compress and interpolate BTF data [Kuznetsov et al. 2021; Rainer et al. 2020, 2019].

The current state-of-the-art in using NNs for BTFs is NeuMIP [Kuznetsov et al. 2021]. NeuMIP consists of two modules: offset and decoder. Both modules are composed of a neural texture pyramid, similar to a mipmap, and a small multi-layer perceptron (MLP). For each material, the neural texture pyramid is trained alongside the MLP. The system works as follows: First, the input coordinates are used to sample the offset texture, then this value is concatenated to the view and light directions, and fed into the decoder MLP, which outputs a depth used to calculate an offset using a traditional parallax technique. The offset is then used to sample the texture of the decoder, which is then concatenated with view and light directions, and fed into the decoder MLP, which outputs the final color.

This work investigates whether this method can be optimized by improvements found in the field of neural scene representation.
We propose two changes, supported by recent progress in the field of neural scene representation. First, we replace the ReLU activations with Sine as presented in Siren [Sitzmann et al. 2020] to improve the quality of the output (Sin). Then we change the sampling strategy. Rather than interpolating between the two closest mip levels, we concatenate the samples at each mip level higher than the query, as suggested in Instant-NGP [Müller et al. 2022], which we refer to as Cat. This allows for neural textures with fewer channels since the values are concatenated, resulting in larger input.

To estimate the impact of each proposed change, we performed an ablation study and reported the results in terms of compression quality using PSNR, memory in megabytes (MB) and performance in iterations (it/s). Performance is collected in Python using a PyTorch benchmarking tool on an NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3080 Ti, with an input of 512×512 pixels. This is provided as an approximation of the impact of our changes on an optimized implementation that should achieve a real-time frame rate on a larger input, as reported in NeuMIP [Kuznetsov et al. 2021]. The quantitative results of the ablation study can be found in Table 1.

We compared the results with two types of dataset: synthetic and real captures. The synthetic dataset was provided privately by the authors of NeuMIP [Kuznetsov et al. 2021], while the real dataset is from UBO2014 [Weinmann et al. 2014]. A crucial characteristic of the synthetic data from NeuMIP is its multi-scale nature. In addition to different light and view combinations, this dataset is also captured from a variety of distances. In Table 1 we report results on a selection of five materials from NeuMIP and the last five from UBO2014.

### Table 1: Overview of our ablation study in terms of quality (PSNR), memory (MB), and performance (it/s). PSNR is reported for ten materials, the first five from the dataset provided in NeuMIP and the last five from UBO2014.

| Configurations | Sin Cat wood2 wood1 shell rock foam carpet07 carpet11 fabric01 leather08 leather11 |
|---------------|----------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|----------------|-----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|
| 1             | ✓                               | x               | ✗               | x               | 30.752          | 39.734         | 35.025          | 32.811          | 30.320          |
| 2             | ✓                               | ✓               | ✗               | x               | 33.022          | 43.113         | 35.679          | 34.524          | 32.430          |
| 3             | x                               | ✓               | ✗               | ✓               | 30.956          | 39.953         | 34.807          | 32.686          | 29.774          |
| 4             | ✓                               | ✓               | ✓               | ✗               | 33.178          | 42.549         | 37.237          | 34.073          | 32.158          |

2 METHOD

We train up to 15,000 steps, which takes 15 to 30 minutes per experiment. Each step is carried out with a batch of four; each sample is 512 × 512 pixels, with different parameters of UV, light, view and distance per pixel. The loss used is $\text{MAE} + 10 \times \text{MSE}$, and we use the Adam optimizer. Our implementation is in PyTorch, while the renderings shown in Figure 1, are done in Mitsuba 2 [Nimier-David et al. 2019] with a custom BSDF plugin.

3 DISCUSSION

Although it is capable of reproducing the look of specular materials, one limitation of this system is that it can behave only like diffuse materials. This is because the dataset and the model do not address the probability distribution of the possible directions of a ray after hitting the material. Instead, a cosine-distributed hemisphere is used, as suggested by NeuMIP [Kuznetsov et al. 2021]. Therefore, it would be interesting to explore the possibilities of including support for other types of probability distribution.

From our data, we can observe that the inclusion of Sin positively increases quality, outperforming the baseline in all cases, while it slightly decreases performance, because Sine is more expensive than ReLU. The other change, Cat, significantly reduces memory ($\times 0.57$) and improves performance ($\times 1.25$), due to fewer parameters and fewer branching, respectively. In terms of quality, Cat performs close to the baseline, sometimes exceeding it by a small margin, in particular on the simpler data from UBO2014 [Weinmann et al. 2014], where all mip levels can be shared to represent a single scale. Combining the proposed changes results in a model that outperforms the baseline in all metrics evaluated.
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